The surface aging of the electrodes of miniature spark switches (A/d ~ 50) is explored using commercial dry nitrogen as the working gas. Both brass and aluminum electrodes were investigated for aging characteristics using a constant gas flow rate of 8 cm$^3$/sec. The gas pressure was varied from 760 torr to 5200 torr. The switches were constructed as an integral part of a miniature L-C oscillator which has a ringing frequency of approximately 150 MHz. The aging process was halted at intervals ranging from one to several thousand discharges and the electrode surface examined with a scanning electron microscope.

**Introduction**

The problems of electrode wear are relevant to many applications involving high-speed switching such as the relay systems used in telecommunications. Previous work in this area has identified several mechanisms which govern the dynamics of the formation and subsequent growth of spark induced damage. In addition, high repetition rate, pulsed power systems are being constructed which employ spark switches that must carry orders of magnitude greater current and energy. These systems may use different gases, electrode materials, gas pressures, and gas flow rates to minimize erosion and resistive losses while maximizing switch lifetimes and maintaining acceptable operating parameters.

Common to all of these devices are the fast transient currents which can produce discharges exhibiting glow and arc characteristics. Several investigators have explored the effect of electrode surface coatings and crystallographic orientation on breakdowns in gases. It has been shown that even thin (~10$^{-7}$ cm) coatings can greatly alter the breakdown characteristics. In systems demanding high average power, surface heating can easily induce chemical reactions between the working gas and electrode material. These reactions alter the switch characteristics by forming brittle compounds which can flake off the metal surface affecting breakdown voltage and jitter.

In our laboratory, we are currently experimenting with small hertzian generators which must operate continuously for long periods of time at pulse repetition rates of 10's of kilohertz. In another paper in this conference by Rose and Glancy, switches were described which were part of a simple oscillator with a ringing frequency of approximately 150 MHz. By employing gas flow, it is possible to operate these devices at high repetition rates (up to 30 kHz) for long periods of time. The total energy expenditure may be hundreds of kilojoules.

It is the purpose of this paper to explore the surface aging phenomenon and wear characteristics of switches of this type.

**Experimental Procedure**

The basic oscillator has been described by Moran. Our only modification to this design was to provide for symmetric gas flow and removable electrodes.

In Figure 1, the basic oscillator has capacitance ($C_0$) of 433 pf and inductance ($2L_0$) of 4.3 nH. These values correspond to characteristic oscillator impedance of approximately 3 ohms. The oscillator is fitted with a pressure collar and flow system capable of flow rates as high as 80...
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Fig. 1. Schematic of basic charging circuit cm³/sec at pressures as high as 11.4 x 10⁴ torr with an absolute accuracy of 50 torr in pressure and flow rates of .4 cm³/sec. In the experiments aimed at examining single discharge spots, R_c was chosen to give a time constant on the order of .2 sec. This value was chosen to allow the gas flow to effectively cool the electrode surface and remove any effects due to gas contamination. A charging choke (L_c) was inserted in the charging line to minimize radiation loss at 150 MHz. For these experiments, pressure was varied while maintaining a constant flow rate of 8 cm³/sec. The oscillator was allowed to run at a low repetition rate until several hundred discharge events occurred.

The experiments to characterize long term wear and surface aging used the same experimental apparatus described by Rose and Glancy. A pulse repetition frequency of 5 kHz and a flow rate of 8 cm³/sec were held constant while pressure was varied.

Figure 2 shows half of the oscillator with those portions marked A and B serving as the electrode and oscillator capacitor respectively. The electrode surfaces were initially levelled on a surface plate with #500 silicon carbide paper and were then mechanically polished using .3 and .05 micron alumina powder. Each portion was given a thorough cleansing in an ultrasonic bath with a final rinse using ethyl alcohol.

Annular dielectric discs were placed between the oscillator halves to determine the system capacitance and gap spacing. A constant spacing of 6 mils was used throughout our experiments. Prior to the beginning of each experiment, the system was flushed for several minutes with commercial grade, water-pumped nitrogen gas, which also served as the working gas in the switch.

Results and Discussion
After a given experiment, the electrodes were removed and examined for surface damage using an AMR model 1000A electron microscope. The specimen were mounted in the microscope holder in such a way that the beam arrived normal to the surface within a degree or two. The error introduced by specimen tilt was therefore less than the statistical spread in spot diameter. The individual spots appeared reasonably circular with fine structure around the periphery which was pressure and energy dependent.

In each experiment, several hundred spark events were allowed to occur as shown in Figure 3 while simultaneously monitoring the voltage level at which the events occurred. In agreement with the results of Cookson and Coates et al., several discharges occurred before the breakdown voltage reached a relatively constant value. In our analysis, we tended to ignore small spots which we attributed to breakdowns during the initial conditioning portion of the experiment. As can be seen in Figure 3, the spark events occurred at random
on the electrode face which confirmed surface planarity and the statistical nature of the distribution of surface irregularities responsible for breakdown. Individual spots began to coalesce to form a roughened surface as the density of the spots increased.

For both brass (60% Cu, 40% Zn) and aluminum (99.9%) electrodes, we observed three different regions of surface damage which could be attributed directly to a spark discharge. Each individual spot consisted of a central core containing most of the damage as evidenced by surface melting, cratering, and surface flaking. This region was surrounded by a diffuse damage area which was described by Augis et al. as the result of a constricted glow discharge. Surrounding these areas, we observed a dark ring which was most likely a product of thermal dissipation in the surface films. Figure 4 illustrates typical damage from individual discharges, picked from the extrema of our investigations. For both brass and aluminum, the spots shown are on the electrode initially at system ground. The damage on the side initially charged positive was similar and differed mostly in severity. It is obvious from Figure 4 that an individual discharge in aluminum produces more surface damage as indicated by melting, than it does in brass. In addition, the damaged area is larger in brass than in aluminum for the same input energy. This is consistent with a higher melting point and lower thermal conductivity for brass.

Table 1 summarizes the effects of pressure and the energy in the discharge on the damage area. This area was taken to be the area of a circle whose boundary enclosed all portions of the central core region, including filamentary traces. As the pressure in the gap was raised, the energy associated with the discharge increased with a corresponding increase in spot area.

The surface of both electrode materials contained debris which spectroscopic analysis revealed to be various mixtures of the parent metal. The x-ray analyzer on the microscope was incapable of detecting elements with atomic numbers less than twelve; hence, we were unable to determine the exact composition of the debris. However, some of the particles exhibited evidence of surface charging in the electron beam which is typical of insulating materials. Because the gas composition was approximately 99.9% N₂, we infer that these particles were brittle metal nitrides which flaked off in the flowing gas stream. The formation of such particles is illustrated in Figure 5. Figure 5c shows a magnified portion of a debris field on a "fully aged" electrode surface. Both angular (insulating)
Figure 4. Typical discharge spots show the effect of pressure on spot size and damage.
Electrode initially at system ground.
A. Aluminum 7.6 x 10^2 torr
C. Brass 7.6 x 10^2 torr
and globular (pure metal) particles can be seen.
If the device is allowed to run for thousands of shots, the individual discharge spots coalesce.
To examine this phenomenon, we ran samples in the assembly described by Rose and Glancy using the experimental parameters described previously.
These parameters permitted roughly 5 discharges to occur before the gas was swept from the switch.
For short times, individual spots could be distinguished and were similar to those in Figure 3. As the number of discharges increase, spots merge to form a mottled surface, beginning first near the outer rim of the electrode surface and moving progressively inward as the running time increases.
This is consistent with the idea that hot gas and debris, flowing outward from discharges near the center, enhanced the probability of breakdown towards the periphery.
Figure 6 illustrates in both brass and aluminum the surface details of long term aging under flow. For these photographs, the pressure was one atmosphere. Similar structure was observed for higher pressures with differences only in the degree of damage.
The area to the right in Figure 6a is the area immediately beneath the flow inlet on the opposite
A. Interior of a discharge spot aluminum
B. Interior of a discharge spot brass
C. Debris field after aging brass

electrode. As one moves out along a radial, the discharge density increases until individual events are no longer discernable. Figure 6b is a higher magnification photo of the transition region between single spots and the eroded outer portion. This region is also characterized by considerable debris of the type shown in Figure 5. Figure 6c and 6d illustrate in detail the heavily worn region. Surface melting and further erosion by both metallic particles and compounds is obvious.

Due to extreme temperatures evident in Figure 6, x-ray emission spectroscopy was used to determine the chemical composition in various regions along the surface. For reasons mentioned previously, the analysis is confined to elements greater than atomic number 12. In Figure 6a (brass), the intensity of the emitted x-rays, in the area beneath the flow outlet, associated with the copper and zinc, was in the ratio of 1000:500. A separate scan on a piece of the initial material confirmed this to be the intensity ratio of the brass as received. In the transition region shown in 6b, the intensity ratio changed to 1000:700 indicating a substantial increase in zinc. In the heavy wear region, the intensity ratio was 1000:350 indicating a depletion of zinc. In the region along the electrode periphery the intensity ratio returned to 1000:700 indicating zinc rich. The migration of zinc out of the system was confirmed using color photography. Free copper could be seen on the surface in the heavily damaged region. The boiling points of copper and zinc are 2840°K and 1180°K. The melting point of brass is 1173°K. While it is impossible in our experiment to obtain a direct measurement of the temperature gradient near the electrode surface, others have estimated the surface temperatures to be as high as 6000°K in similar experiments. It is therefore reasonable for the two constituents to separate, due to the lower boiling point of zinc, and for zinc to migrate to the cooler regions of the electrode which are obviously in the transition region and along the outer rim. Similar scans of aluminum failed to reveal anything but aluminum due to the purity of the material involved.

A surface profilometer scan is shown in Figure 7. The surfaces appeared remarkably uniform and showed surface irregularities on the order of 1 mil even though hundreds of kilojoules of energy were dissipated in the gap. The scan was measured about a line joining the center region to a point on the periphery at a similar elevation. A scan such as this presents only surface topography.

Summary

We have examined the surface aging characteristics of spark switches operated at an intermediate repetition rate and under gas flow. The damage produced by individual discharges was found to be a strong function of pressure and energy. As the number of discharges increased, the spots coalesced to form a mottled surface with irregularities on
Fig. 6. Electrode surface characteristics in brass and aluminum aged for 20 min. at a pressure of \(0.76 \times 10^3\) torr. A. Overall view  B. Higher magnification showing transition region  C. Area in which most of the discharges occurred  D. High magnification photograph of the discharge area showing details of surface melting and erosion.
the order of 10% of the gap spacing. The primary erosion mechanisms were the formation of metal nitrides and metal particles a few microns in diameter. The erosion characteristics for brass are distinctly different than those for aluminum due to thermal induced separation of the constituents.
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